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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement about recovering from the loss of a redo log
group is true?
A. If the lost redo log group is ACTIVE, you must restore,
perform cancel-based incomplete recovery, and open the database

using the RESETLOGS option.
B. If the lost redo log group is CURRENT, you must restore,
perform cancel-based incomplete recovery, and open the database
using the RESETLOGS option.
C. If the lost redo log group is ACTIVE, you should first
attempt to clear the log file.
D. If the lost redo log group is CURRENT, you must clear the
log file.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have the Windows Assessment and Deployment Kit (Windows
ADK) installed.
An administrator creates an answer file for an image.
You discover that when the image is deployed, the End-User
License Agreement (EULA) is accepted automatically.
You need to ensure that when the image is deployed to a
computer, the end-user accepts the EULA the first time the
computer starts.
Which answer file component should you modify?
A. Microsoft-Windows-Deployment\Generalize
B. Microsoft-Windows-Deployment\Reseal
C. Microsoft-Windows-Setup\UserData
D. Microsoft-Windows-Shell-Setup\OOBE
Answer: C
Explanation:
AcceptEula specifies whether to automatically accept the
Microsoft Software License Terms. Parent Hierarchy
Microsoft-Windows-Setup | UserData | AcceptEula Your company is
introducing a new line of computers.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of these cannot be deactivated?
A. Workflow rule
B. Validation rule
C. Assignment rule
D. Sharing rule
E. Apex triggers
F. Escalation rule
G. Approval process
H. Auto-response rule.
Answer: D
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